
OVERVIEW

Protect your loved ones by
replacing your old windows
with Armor Impact Plus
windows specifically
designed for replacement
applications. These Level “C”
windows prevent flying debris
from penetrating them and

opening up your home to catastrophic results. In
addition to providing excellent protection against
violent weather, AIP windows also make your home
more comfortable and help lower your home energy
costs. They’ll give your home a beautiful, distinctive
appearance and provide a myriad of other benefits.
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STANDARD FEATURES & BENEFITS

Tough Armor Impact Plus™ hurricane
glass keeps airborne debris from causing
major damage to your home and seals the
openings against wind and rain.
ENERGY STAR® qualified Low-E glass
system keeps your home energy bills
low—and home comfort levels high.
Heavy-duty vinyl frames—with all corners
fused together at high temperatures for
extraordinary strength—have as many as 14
separate internal chambers to provide
excellent structural integrity and superior
insulating values.
Two heavy-duty, push-button cam sweep
locks—with keepers mounted
perpendicularly—hold sashes in place during
violent weather and keep your home safer
and more secure.
Specially compounded vinyl frames
feature an exceptionally smooth, clean
surface that keeps your Gorell windows
looking beautiful for decades.
PPG’s patented Intercept® warm-edge
spacer system dramatically reduces energy
loss.
Luxury automobile-type glazing creates a
super-tight seal to keep exterior air and
moisture out.
Insulating foam wrap seal around the
frame reduces drafts between the window
frame and voids in your walls.
Insulfil™ foam inside the window frame
even further improves the thermal properties
of these windows.
Stainless steel constant force balance
system gives you fingertip window operation
on double-hung models.
Easy-to-operate limiting latches are
designed for ventilation purposes, but also
provide additional safety for families with
young children.
Secure, easy-to-operate latches on
double-hung models provide practical “tilt in”
operation to make window cleaning a breeze.
Durable one-piece sloped sill provides
excellent drainage and makes cleaning your
double-hung windows remarkably easy.
Polypropylene multi-poly-fin weather
stripping helps to make your windows
airtight.
Non-corrosive brass rollers provide
smooth, graceful gliding action on sliding
window models.
On sliding windows, lift-out sashes—with
an “anti-lift” device that prevents sashes from
being removed unless you want them
to—provide quick access to the exterior for
cleaning.
Finely detailed millwork design on the
interior master frame gives your windows
the elegant look of handcrafted molding.
Specially engineered anti-drift design
keeps the top sash in place when you
operate the bottom sash.
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OPTIONS FOR CUSTOMIZATION

Vinyl frame color and woodgrain finishes
—including Almond, Almond Opalwood,
Tudor Brown, Golden Oak*, Walnut* and
Cherry*—allow you to choose the finish that
best complements the look of your home.
Oriel-style design—on double-hung
models—provides an asymmetrical sash size
configuration that gives you a larger viewing
area in one of the sashes.
Internal grids give your windows the look of
divided lites. You never need to clean them
because the grids are between the glass.
Obscure laminated glass pattern offers
privacy while allowing in light for a beautiful,
distinctive appearance.
SolarShine™ keeps your windows cleaner
longer and allows water to “sheet” off the
glass instead of beading and water spotting.

*With Soft white or Almond exterior.
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